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Search for tetrahedral states in Yb nuclei Search for tetrahedral states in Yb nuclei 
with N~90 through Coulomb excitation with N~90 through Coulomb excitation 

using HIE-ISOLDE and Miniballusing HIE-ISOLDE and Miniball



ISOLDE RILIS Yields of Yb nucleiISOLDE RILIS Yields of Yb nuclei



Group point symmetries are present in nuclei ? Group point symmetries are present in nuclei ? 

Group theory provides a powerful means of classifying spectra 
in terms of group representations.

The irreducible representations determine the degeneracies of 
spectra and thus the underlying shell structure.

Fermion mean-field Hamiltonians are described with double 
point groups, out of which only three – tetrahedral (pyramid) 
T

d 
,  octahedral (diamond) O

h
 and icosahedral I

h
 lead to 

exotic 4-fold degeneracies of single Fermion levels. 
This high degeneracy leads to large gaps (magic numbers) and 

high stability of the nuclear shape.
Invariant surfaces can be modeled selecting appropriately a 

subset of spherical harmonics that are allowed by a given 
symmetry.  

J. Dudek et al., PRL 97 (2006)J. Dudek et al., PRL 97 (2006)



Octahedral and thetrahedral shapesOctahedral and thetrahedral shapes



Tetrahedral symmetric surfaces at Tetrahedral symmetric surfaces at 
increasing values of rank increasing values of rank λλ deformations deformations  
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Octahedral and thetrahedral spectraOctahedral and thetrahedral spectra

4-fold degeneracies => new large (magic) gaps4-fold degeneracies => new large (magic) gaps

OctahedralOctahedral TetrahedralTetrahedral





Desexcitation patternsDesexcitation patterns
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Disapperarance of Disapperarance of γ-γ-flatness in the Yb isotopesflatness in the Yb isotopes

J. DudekJ. Dudek



Disapperarance of the Disapperarance of the αα
3030

 pear-shape  pear-shape 

octupole effects in the Yb isotopesoctupole effects in the Yb isotopes

J. DudekJ. Dudek



Tetrahedral symmetry competition Tetrahedral symmetry competition (the effect of (the effect of αα
3232

) ) 

andand  octupole effects in the Yb isotopesoctupole effects in the Yb isotopes

J. DudekJ. Dudek



Tetrahedral shape in Tetrahedral shape in 160160Yb ?Yb ?



The The 160160Yb caseYb case

ββ-decay-decay

C. Garrett, PLB 118 (1982)C. Garrett, PLB 118 (1982)



CoulexCoulex



The The 160160Yb caseYb case

➢  The The 160160YbYb nucleus (Z=70 and N=90) is double-magic  nucleus (Z=70 and N=90) is double-magic 
with respect to the predicted tetrahedral symmetry.with respect to the predicted tetrahedral symmetry.
➢  The properties of the low-spin states, crucial to The properties of the low-spin states, crucial to 
establish the symmetry, are not yet well known.establish the symmetry, are not yet well known.
➢The spin and parity assignments to a low-lying 1255 The spin and parity assignments to a low-lying 1255 
keV state are contradicting: 3keV state are contradicting: 3- - or 4or 4++ ? ?
➢  The identification of the first 3The identification of the first 3-,-, 5 5-, -, 77- - states and states and 
their decay in-band and towards the ground-state their decay in-band and towards the ground-state 
band is crucial for the discovery of the tetrahedral band is crucial for the discovery of the tetrahedral 
bands. bands. 



The The 160160Yb caseYb case

➢  To check if the populated negative-parity states are To check if the populated negative-parity states are 
members of the tetrahedral band, one should measure members of the tetrahedral band, one should measure 
with good accuracy with good accuracy the "feeding" transition probabilitythe "feeding" transition probability
B(E3)B(E3)↑↑ and the de-excitation transition probabilities  and the de-excitation transition probabilities 
B(E3)B(E3)↓,↓, B(E2) B(E2)↓↓ and B(E1) and B(E1)↓↓ knowing that  knowing that the the 
B(E2)/B(E1) branching ratios corresponding to the in-band B(E2)/B(E1) branching ratios corresponding to the in-band 
to out-of-band are predicted 1to out-of-band are predicted 1÷÷22 orders of magnitude  orders of magnitude 
larger than in the standard octupole states. larger than in the standard octupole states. 



Coulomb excitationCoulomb excitation

Independent mechanism to preferentially populate collective Independent mechanism to preferentially populate collective 
non-yrast states. non-yrast states. 

TheThe  3 3- - states are normally non-yrast by ~1 MeV, and states are normally non-yrast by ~1 MeV, and 
therefore one could question if they are efficiently populated in therefore one could question if they are efficiently populated in 
Coulomb excitation experiments. Coulomb excitation experiments. 

The answer is positive, as recently demonstrated in The answer is positive, as recently demonstrated in 
experiments of Coulomb excitation in inverse kinematics, in experiments of Coulomb excitation in inverse kinematics, in 
which the which the 33--→→22+ + or the or the 33--   → → 44+  +  transitions of the stable Xe transitions of the stable Xe 
isotopes were seen at the level of 0.1% of the  isotopes were seen at the level of 0.1% of the  22++  →  → 00+ + 
transition. transition. 



GOSIA calculations for GOSIA calculations for 160160Yb on Yb on 106106Pd and Pd and 197197AuAu

T. KonstantinopoulosT. Konstantinopoulos



Critical point X(5) symmetry in Critical point X(5) symmetry in 
N~90 nucleiN~90 nuclei

➢  The The nuclei with N~90 (nuclei with N~90 (160160Yb,Yb,162162Yb,Yb,164164Yb) are the Yb) are the 
candidates in which the critical point symmetry X(5) candidates in which the critical point symmetry X(5) 
is expected to be best realized.is expected to be best realized.



Shape phase diagram Shape phase diagram 

in IBMin IBM  
Level scheme in X(5)Level scheme in X(5)

Iachello, PRL 87 (2001)Iachello, PRL 87 (2001)Iachello, Zamfir PRL 94 (2004)Iachello, Zamfir PRL 94 (2004)



Z=70

N=90

P= N πN ν

N π+N ν
=5

Locus of the transition between spherical Locus of the transition between spherical 
and deformed nucleiand deformed nuclei



Critical point X(5) symmetry in Critical point X(5) symmetry in 
Yb nuclei with N~90Yb nuclei with N~90

McCutchan, PRC 69 (2004)McCutchan, PRC 69 (2004)

P= N πN ν

N π+N ν
=5

160160YbYb 162162YbYb

162162YbYb



Transition between X(5) and rigid rotorTransition between X(5) and rigid rotor

Pietralla, PRC 70 (2004);  K. Dusling, PRC 73 (2006)Pietralla, PRC 70 (2004);  K. Dusling, PRC 73 (2006)

Deformation dependent models with different potentials:Deformation dependent models with different potentials:
confined confined ββ-soft (CBS)-soft (CBS)



DavidsonDavidson MorseMorse KratzerKratzer

D. BonatsosD. Bonatsos



Thank you for your attention  !Thank you for your attention  !
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